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Electromagnetic Fields
This comprehensive text provides details on all types of analog and digital
satellite communications systems. It clearly explains the "hows" and the "whys"
of orbital mechanics; describes basic hardware such as satellite structures,
antennas, and earth stations; and spotlights a wide variety of the latest
telecommunications applications.
Introduction in first chapter includes various topics given in the book. Second
chapter deals with information theory that includes modes of sources and
channels, information and entropy, source coding, discrete memoryless
channels, mutual information and Shannon's theorems are given. Linear block
codes, cyclic codes, Hamming codes, syndrome decoding, convolutional codes
are given in third chapter. Spread spectrum communication includes pseudo
noise sequences, direct sequence and frequency hop spread spectrum. It is
presented in fourth chapter. Multiple access techniques are reviewed in fifth
chapter. Sixth chapter deals with satellite communications. Satellite orbits,
satellite access, earth station, transponder, frequency reuse, link budget, VSAT
and MSAT are presented. Fibre optic communication is introduced in seventh
chapter. Light propagation in fiber, losses, modes, dispersion, light sources and
detectors, fiber optic link are presented in this chapter.
For subjects in communication electronics, Roddy and Coolen have updated the book
across the board and have suggested computer applications for problem-solving where
appropriate. Pitch on a par with Tomasi, especially in use of mathematical formulas.
In-depth, textbook-style coverage combined with an intuitive, low-math approach makes
this book particularly appealing to the wireless and networking markets New to this
edition: Global wireless services, including 3G; Antenna Options; Error Coding
Your source for the latest terms and concepts used today in the field of
telecommunications! The objective of this book is to provide a self-contained quickreference to telecommunications jargon and facts in a clear concise manner. The
unique feature of this book is its illustrated approach. The Telecommunications Fact
Book and Illustrated Dictionary consists of two parts: the first part defines the
telecommunications jargon related to voice, data, video, electronic, satellite, and fiber
optics communications. The second part provides a database for facts and figures
related to various facets of the telecommunications field.
This comprehensive textbook introduces the concepts of analog and digital communications
using a tutorial approach. Beginning with a chapter on signal analysis, the book present,
methodically, the following: Signal transmission through linear systems and filters Continuouswave modulation Exponential CW modulation Pulse modulation Digital modulation techniques
and data transmission Spread spectrum modulation Theory of probability and random process
Noise in AM and FM systems Data encryption and decryption The concept of equalization and
pulse shaping Each chapter contains illustrative examples and worked-out problems. The
language used is simple and easy to understand. The book is self-contained and rich in
exercises and would be ideal for students pursuing courses in electronics and communications
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engineering or related disciplines. Most of the chapter-end questions are drawn from recent
examinations conducted by various technical institutes and universities in India. Questions of
the multiple-choice type will be particularly useful for making a quick assessment of the
concepts learned.
?????:????
Identifies currently unmet measurement needs most critical for the U.S. electronics industry to
compete successfully worldwide. Includes: role of measurements in competitiveness, &
overview of U.S. electronics & electrical-equipment industries. Nine subfields of electronics are
covered: semiconductors, magnetics, superconductors, microwaves, lasers, optical-fiber
communications, optical-fiber sensors, video, & electromagnetic compatibility. Extensive
references. Charts, tables & graphs.
Antennas and Wave Propagation is written for the first course on the same. The book begins
with an introduction that discusses the fundamental concepts, notations, representation and
principles that govern the field of antennas. A separate chapter on mathematical preliminaries
is discussed followed by chapters on every aspect of antennas from Maxwell's equations to
antenna array analysis, antenna array synthesis, antenna measurements and wave
propagation.
Electronic CommunicationsPrentice Hall
Comprehensive and packed with practical examples, Signal and Image Processing
Sourcebook is your complete guide to the rapidly-expanding world of signal and image
processing. As well as providing a thorough discussion of the basics of both analog and digital
signal and image processing, this indispensable sourcebook offers a uniquely integrated
approach for understanding the historical and technical relationships between the types of
signal processing in the most critical fields. Establishing the fundamentals of signal and image
processing in audio, radio, television, and HDTV, the early chapters of the Sourcebook lucidly
chronicle the development of analog signal processing in these areas, leading the reader into a
far fuller understanding of their digital signal processing counterparts. The technological
background established in these early chapters - especially in the production and processing of
television images - vividly illuminates the development of the sophisticated image processing
employed in contemporary radar, space exploration, and medical radiological imaging.
Continuing this integrated approach, the author links the fundamentals of analog telephony to
the development of modern digital signal processing in telecommunications and networking. A
detailed account of microprocessor technology further integrates the overall picture of the field
of contemporary signal and image processing. Logically, the discussion is extended to the
aspects of signal processing involved in artificial intelligence and neural networks. Throughout
the book, a wealth of examples and illustrations drawn from the fields of medicine, space
technology, communications, biology, and business illuminate the historical and technical
processes and interrelationships discussed in this unusually profound, informative, and farreaching study.

This book is intended for senior undergraduate and graduate students as well as
practicing engineers who are involved in design and analysis of radio frequency (RF)
circuits. Detailed tutorials are included on all major topics required to understand
fundamental principles behind both the main sub-circuits required to design an RF
transceiver and the whole communication system. Starting with review of fundamental
principles in electromagnetic (EM) transmission and signal propagation, through
detailed practical analysis of RF amplifier, mixer, modulator, demodulator, and oscillator
circuit topologies, all the way to the system communication theory behind the RF
transceiver operation, this book systematically covers all relevant aspects in a way that
is suitable for a single semester university level course.
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Focused on fundamental concepts and practical applications, this book provides a
strong foundation in the principles and terminology of computer networking and internet
technology. This thoroughly revised second edition, incorporating some of the latest
technical features in networking, is suitable for introductory one-semester courses for
undergraduate students of computer science and engineering, electronics and
telecommunication engineering, information technology, as well as students of
computer applications (BCA and MCA). This text begins with an overview of computer
networking and a discussion on data communication. Then it proceeds to explain how
computer networks such as local area networks (LANs) and wide area networks
(WANs) work, and how internetworking is implemented. Besides, the book provides a
description of the Internet and TCP/IP protocol. With the prolific growth of networking,
‘network management and security’ has become an increa-singly important part of the
academic curriculum. This topic has been ade-quately dealt with in a separate chapter.
The practical aspects of networking, listing the essential requirements needed for
actually setting up a computer network, are thoroughly explained in the final chapter of
the book. WHAT IS NEW IN THE SECOND EDITION • Wireless LAN in Chapter 4 •
API and Socket Programming and End-to-End Protocol in Chapter 7 • Remote
Procedure Call (RPC) Protocol in Chapter 8 • Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol
–Error reporting by ICMP –Virtual Private Network (VPN) in Chapter 9 –Network
Address Translation (NAT) An appendix dealing with telephone networking, wireless
networking, cellular networking and satellite and telemetry communication has been
included to meet the requirements of the students.
This new edition, an up-to-date and comprehensive title on the rapidly expanding field
of satellite communication, is aimed at giving important aspects of space and satellite
communication. It starts from fundamental concepts and helps reader to design satellite
links. The book provides a smooth flow from satellite launch to various applications of
satellite. It contains satellite systems, important parameter calculations and design
concepts. The emphasis is on geostationary satellites. The text is organized in such a
manner that the reader starts with orbiting parameters and ends at designing a
complete multiple access links. With all of the latest information incorporated and
several key pedagogical attributes included, this textbook is an invaluable learning tool
for the engineering students of electronics and communication. New to This Edition •
Important design equations have been listed separately. • Three new
chapters—Reliability requirements in satellites, Remote sensing satellites and Error
control coding—have been included. • New Sections are added in Chapters 1, 2 and 3.
• A brief discussion on digitized video transmission is included in Chapter 4.
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